
Toypek.eu,
for qualitative 
portable toilets

Our products and specifications



Our mobile toilets are made entirely of HDPE (high density polyethylene). This means that the toilet

cabins are made of high-density plastic. The mobile toilet cubicles are made completely ‘’vandal-

proof’’, so that our customer scan enjoy lower maintenance costs. Our mobile toilet scan be fully

tailored to the wishes of our customers and end users.

The Toypek 3000 has the following strong points:The Toypek 3000 has the following specifications:

Discription

Other SpecificationsDemensions

The mobile toilet has been developed 

‘’vandal-proof’’;

The mobile toilet is available in all colours;Length: 100cm

Width: 100cm

Height: 225cm

Doorway width: 60cm

Seat height: 49cm

Tank contents: 250 Liters

Number of toilet visits: +/- 500

Weight: 73kg

Advertising space: 60x30cm

Plastic material: HDPE

The mobile toilet is easy to keep clean also 

because it’s smooth sides;

The mobile toilet of Toypek.eu has widened 

handles;

The door springs used in the Toypek have  
a good return resilience;

The Toypek model are made as compact as 

possible for transport;

The notches on the underside of the mobile 
toilet ensure the Toypek is easy to load and 
unload;

The plastic used for production ensures the 
mobile toilet cabin has a color density of 7 out 
of 8 points;

On the sides there are special smooth spots for 
advertising expressions.

Toypek 3000

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Extra options

Urinal

Flush system

Hand wash basin

2 roll toilet paper holder

Toypek 3000

The Toypek 3000 can be equipped with additional options. We can supply the following additional 

options for you:

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



We proudly present our mobile sanitary unit. You can buy this mobile sanitary unit in the following 

different colors blue, green, red and orange. To buy the mobile sanitary unit, we ask you request a quote. 

Our sanitary units (cabins) are completely vandal-proof made of plastic. The plastic that becomes used 

for our toilet unit is made of HDPE (High-density polyethylene).

Discription

Mobile sanitairy unit

The mobile sanitary toilet unit has the following 

advantages:

The mobile sanitary toilet unit has the 

following specifications:

AdvantagesSpecifications

The mobile sanitary unit is easy to use move 
and pick up with a forklift, our toilet unit are 
also easy to move without a forklift;

Fountain set/washbasin with faucet;

Standing toilet (fixed);

Tork dispenser;

Elbow dispenser (soap dispenser);

Toilet roll holder;;

Reinforced subfloor by means of a 18mm 
thick concrete plywood plate (attached with 
carriage bolts);

Lock on the inside and lock clips on the 
exterior;

Connection sewer (drain pipe 110mm 
integrated);

Sink drain;

Ventilation hood;

Flexible connection hoses (no algae growth  
and can be under constant pressure);

All necessary mounting hardware, sleeves, 
couplings, reducer rings and so on.

The toilet unit is easy to install and has one 

water supply point through a gardene coupling

connection at the rear. For example, it can 

be connected by using a garden hose;

The toilet unit is lightweight and weighs 
only +/- 80kg;

Due to the ‘’vandal-proof’’ quality of the 

used plastic (HDPE) the mobile sanitary unit 

has a long lifespan, easy to use and to clean/

maintain.

The mobile sanitary unit can be easily 
connected to the sewer through a 110mm 
exhaust pipe at the rear. The drain of the sink 
is connected to the drain pipe of the toilet 
unit, leaving only one connection is required;

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Extra options

Fountain set (sink)

Tork towel/paper dispenser

Tork soap dispenser

Double toilet roll holder

You can provide the Mobile sanitary toilet unit with additional options. We can provide the following

additional options for the mobile sanitairy unit:

Mobile sanitairy unit

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



The mobile urinal also called the Pee6 is a urinating column, where 6 males have their first need at the 

same time. This urinal column is made by rotational molding of plastic. The storage tank of this urination 

volume is 500 litres, which is equivalent to approximately 1,875 urinations. This mobile urinal has a 

weight of 120 kg (empty). In one truck there will fit 14x a Pee6 pee columns. In this way it offers you  

84 pee spots at one location with only one transport truck. The pee crotch has a minimum order number 

of 6 pieces, this in connection with the rotational molding process of the mobile urinals.

Discription

Specifications

Width: 1690mm

Weight: 125kg

Storage tank: 500 liters

Height: 2080mm

Number of urinations: 1875

Quantity in one truck: 14

Number of standing places: 6

Depth: 1120mm

Pee column/PEE 6/ 6 stand urinal

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Our Urinal + 4-person urination pillars are entirely “vandal-proof” and made of PE (polyethylene). With 

its integrated lifting eye and handles, this urinal cross can be easily moved on-site at events and/or city 

centers, for example. The separate bottom protects the tank, ensuring a long lifespan for these urination 

pillars. Ultimately, this results in low maintenance costs for the rental company!

Discription

Advantages

Can be customized with its own logo on all four sides

The urination area is equipped with a threaded cover cap

The urinal + 4-person unit has two concealed drains at the bottom

Integrated lifting eye tested with 800kg ballast

Features a separate (replaceable) bottom, which protects the tank and extends its lifespan

Includes large forklift slots and is suitable for a pallet jack

Equipped with a double handle on all four sides

Product urinal 4

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu

Specifications

Width: 1150mm

Weight: 95kg

Storage tank: 405 liters

Height: 2120mm

Depth: 1150mm



Our Stack Urinal + 4-person urination pillars are specifically designed for events and developed to reduce 

transportation costs for rental companies. As these mobile urinals are stackable, the rental company can 

transport a much larger quantity of mobile urinals at once. Additionally, the mobile urinals are easy to 

secure, and due to their dimensions, four mobile urinals take up the same amount of space as one mobile 

toilet. The Stack Urinal + 4-person unit can be used by four users simultaneously!

Discription

Advantages

Takes up little space for transportation due to its dimensions

Lightweight (40kg) and easy to load, even by hand on-site

Stackable up to 4 units

Easy to load and unload

Available in 5 different colors

Easy to empty with a plastic cap and vacuum hose

Stack urinal 4

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu

Specifications

Width: 1120mm

Weight: 40kg

Storage tank: 400 liters

Height: 1600mm

Depth: 1120mm



The first model that Toypek.eu now presents for the B2B market is the Toypek portable shower. Our 

mobile shower cubicles are made entirely of HDPE (high density polyethylene). This means that the 

portable shower cubicle is made of high-density plastic. They are also completely “vandal-proof”, so that 

our customers can enjoy lower maintenance costs. In short, our mobile shower is completely tailored to 

the wishes of renting parties and their end user!

The portable shower has been specially developed to meet the wishes and needs of renting parties that 

use mobile shower cubicles, also known as emergency showers. These portable shower cabins have the 

following strong points:

Discription

Specifications

The bottom is made entirely of PE and is welded all around from top to bottom by means of 

plastic welding;

Due to the widened handles and their light weight, the portable showers are easy to use and 

move to any location;

The mobile showers hardly leak (95% waterproof) and can therefore also be used in garages;

Features a size of 1 by 1, making them easier to transport and even to moving in  

narrow passages;

The plastic (HDPE) used to produce the mobile shower cabin has a color density of 7 out of 8 points.  

This means that it has its sharp color for a long time!

There are special advertising spaces on the sides.

The door springs used in the Toypek have a good return resilience;

The portable shower has been developed ‘’vandal-proof’’;

The non-slip floor prevents users from slipping;

The portable shower is easy to keep clean due to the smooth sides;

Toypek portable shower

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Additional options

Mixer tap, shower head, shower rod and 2x ‘’1/2’’ connections

The portable shower can be delivered bare or you can provide the portable shower with the additional  

options below:

Toypek portable shower

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Our mobile toilet trailer is made entirely of high-quality materials and has an inspection plate at the front 

for all of Europe. The toilet trailer is equipped with a step ladder, grille and stabilizing legs. The toilet 

trailer is specially made for our Toypek 3000 and attached by means of a aluminum plate and M10 X 80 

bolts and locknuts. In this way, the mobile toilet will never get loose from the toilet trailer. Easy to keep 

clean and can be used on any terrain. *Now also available as a braked version with fixed license plate*

Discription

Specifications

Toilet trailer is provided with

Total size approx. 3.65 x 1.80m 

Front support wheel;

1x 750kg axle (knott)

2 rear sliding support legs;

Tires 185/60R12c

Mesh floor at the step;

Container size approx: 2.00 x 1.33m

Step at the rear over the width of the trailer;

Rear lights standard 12v, width lighting LED 12/24 and 12 pin plug

V Drawbar

License plate clips mounted;

2x aluminum plate for mounting toilet cabin.

Total weight: 750kg unbraked

2 front sliding support legs;

Toypek toilet trailer

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Additional options

The toilet trailer can be combined with all cabins (and colors).

Toypek toilet trailer

Toypek 3000

Toypek portable shower

Mobile sanitairy unit

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Our mobile double toilet trailer is made entirely of high-quality materials and has an inspection plate 

for all of Europe. The double toilet trailer is equipped with two steps and four stabilizing legs. The toilet 

trailer is specially tailored for our Toypek 3000 and attached by means of four aluminum plates and M10 

X 80 bolts and locknuts. In this way, the toilet cubicles are well attached to our toilet trailer. The double 

toilet trailer is easy to keep clean and can be used for any terrain. *Now also available as a braked version 

with fixed license plate*

Discription

Specifications

Toilet trailer is provided with: 

Total size approx. 3.65 x 1.80;

Front support wheel; 

1x 750kg axle (knott)

2 rear sliding support legs;

Tires 185/60R12c

Mesh floor at the step;

Container size approx: 2.00 x 1.33;

Step (2x) at the rear over the width of the trailer and step on the side;

Rear lights standard 12v, width lighting LED 12/24 and 12 pin plug

V Drawbar

License plate clips mounted;

4x aluminum plate for mounting toilet cabin.

Total weight: 750kg unbraked

2 front sliding support legs;

Toypek double toilet trailer

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



Additional options

The double toilet trailer can be combined with all cabins (and colours).

Toypek 3000

Toypek portable shower

Mobile sanitairy unit

Toypek double toilet trailer

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu



EverGreen Gold  uses the most advanced ingredients to naturally subdue fragrance keep control.  

It breaks down paper and waste to reduce build ups. It reduces usage organic matter and waste disposal 

costs. EverGreen Gold is non-toxic and 100% organic degradable. The tablets can also be bought as toilet 

liquid (tons). We recommend this deodorizer (tablets), because it can be used in both winter and summer. 

These tablets are also suitable for longer periods and hot environments and heavy traffic  

(such as events). The tablets are easy to use and time reducing for toilet service companies. 

Discription

Specifications

1 tablet per tank (+/- add 20L of water);

Perfect replacement for liquid;

Reducing time for toilet service companies;

EverGreen Gold- 180 tablets per box;

100% biodegradable.

Especially for extreme heat and heavy toilet traffic;

Evergreen Gold – Toilet tablets

Are you interested in our products?

Feel free to contact us if you have any 

questions or ask about the possibilities.

+31 85 203 13 85

info@toypek.eu


